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Why should you
choose a Solid Core
Door over a Standard
GRP Door?

Rosewood Solid
Core Door

Faded GRP Door

GRP versus SOLID CORE
GRP
A typical foam filled GRP
construction has only a small section
of the door which is actually solid.
The door is made up from two Glass
Reinforced Plastic skins bonded to
a sub frame which is then filled with
high density foam. The Gel coated
GRP skins which are bonded to the
frame are vulnerable to scratching,
and not easily repaired if dented.

SOLID CORE
The SOLID CORE door is made
from sixteen layers of laminated
veneered timber called Kerto®. This
ensures the grain is not running in

one direction. The grain direction
can sometimes be a weak point
of timber and can lead to warping,
or splitting. By using a specially
orientated layup of sixteen veneers,
the grain is running in multiple
directions ensuring the Kerto® core
has significantly increased strength,
rigidity, and vastly improved security.
Bonded to this are two robust
coloured PVCu skins that offer a
realistic wood grain effect or smooth
finish in a range of colours.
The door comes complete with a
Sculptured frame (Chamfered is

available on request) in a choice of
twenty two coloured foils as well as
plain white or cream. There is also
the options of a 57mm low PVCu
threshold instead of the normal
77mm as well as a 24mm aluminium
which can also have wheelchair
ramps fitted.
Timber is naturally renewable
and our Timber is purchased from
sustainable managed forests and
can be recycled at the end
of its useful life and not
destined for land fill.

SECURITY 5

Solid British Quality, Solid British Security
& Solid British Manufacturing
Our composite doors offer all of the traditional
good looks of timber without any of the
drawbacks. While timber may crack, split or warp
and of course need regular sanding and repainting
and GRP may crack and fade under the glare of
UV rays; uPVC requires very little maintenance, is
guaranteed colourfast for the lifetime of the door
whilst, offering the security, performance and
long-life expectancy of modern materials.

The SolidCore door slab and Liniar uPVC frame
are both manufactured here in Britain under strict
BS EN ISO9001:2015 quality management systems
and are then assembled in our bespoke composite
door factory to achieve BS EN 14351-1:2006
+A1:2010 ensuring that our own high quality
standards are met.

High Quality Security Hardware
Euro-Cylinder
- £2,000 Anti-Snap
Guarantee

Lockmaster Door Lock
– 10 Year Security Guarantee
Our standard Yale door lock provides
the ultimate deterrence against
forced entry with its robust hooks
at the top and bottom of the door.

Furniture - 20 Year
Corrosion Guarantee
Our standard range of
contemporary furniture has been
designed to confound burglars
with its unique rounded design.
It also carries a 20 year
anti-corrosion guarantee

Our standard 3 star Sold Secure
Diamond Standard euro-cylinder
completes the security package
on your doors.

Door Personalisation
Your front door is not only the entrance to your
home it is also a statement about you and can be a
very personal experience when designing.
That is why we have not limited you to our standard
range of hardware. We offer an extended range
of Traditional, Heritage, Architectural furniture in
a wide selection of colours. Couple this with the
option of auto slam locks and stainless bar handles
your door will truly be bespoke to you.
See accessories on pages 50-57 for the full range.

Enhanced Security
With a few simple additions such as laminated glass, door chain, and a spyhole our
doors can achieve Secure by Design; which is the police preferred specification.
www.securedbydesign.com

We also offer a range of Fire Doors that
have been tested and passed the latest fire
door standards BS476-22 and BS EN 1634-1.
Bi-directional testing by Warringtonfire
certificate’s 402105 & 403720 and 3rd Party

accreditation by Certifire certificate
of approval CF 5705.
Request further information from your
door supplier.

DOORSTYLES

Traditional Door Styles
Choose from our extensive range of traditional Solid Core Doors

Clumber

Caunton

Maple
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Maple
Eyebrow

Maple Arch Maple Solid

Minster 1

Minster 2
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Wellow 3
Mid
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Carburton
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Carburton
Fully Glazed

Halam

Kelham

Wellow 2

Wellow 3

Wellow 4
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RANGE

URBAN
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Granby

Keyworth

Wilford

Linby
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Urban
Wellow 5
Curved
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Urban
Halam

Urban
Wellow 4
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FINISHES 7

Door Finishes
Textured & Flat Skin

Minster 3

Rufford

Rufford 4
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Rufford
Solid

Tuxford
PAGE 20
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Textured

A textured woodgrain finish
embossed into the door
design provides a timber
relief onto the surface of the
door. This is the standard
finish on our range of
Traditional doors.

Wellow 5
Curved
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Normanton
PAGE 30

Normanton
2

Winthorpe
2 Glazed
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RANGE

CONTEMPORARY

Wellow 3
Long

Flat Skin

Abbey
Glazed

Carsington
Solid

Cromford
Long

Newstead
Glazed

PAGE 44
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A grained finish with a
slightly imprinted “tic” to
emulate the same effect on
the glazing cassettes and
door frame. This is available
in our Contemporary Range
and our Urban Flat Skin
Range of doors. When
ordering please state “Flat
Skin”.

COLOURS

Does your entrance
look as you wish...

...A front door enhances the
appearance of any home
It’s one of the first things people see and is the focal point of your
home’s kerb appeal.
Replacing your front door is a great way of updating your home
and modernising the exterior.
But different colour doors, have different meanings.

COLOURS 9

Be comfortable with
your colour choice.
Colour is everywhere. Our mind is
engaging with diﬀerent colour shades on
a consistent basis, and associates them
with diﬀerent things.

Colour meanings...
Red: energy, power & passion.
Green: ambition, growth, freshness & safety.
Blue: tranquility, confidence & intelligence.
Black: power, elegance & mystery.
White: cleanliness, purity & perfection.

Choose from our extensive range of
foiled coloured doors and frames.
They can also be dual foiled to give
an outstanding range of colour
RAL 9016
White

combinations that will suit any home.

RAL 7001
Silver Grey

Irish Oak

RAL 7016
Anthracite Grey

RAL 8001
Golden Oak

Chartwell Green

Black Cherry

RAL 6009
Green

RAL 3011
Red

RAL 8022
Black Brown

RAL 9001
Cream

RAL 5011
Blue

RAL 9011
Black

Duck Egg Blue
*Not available as
a foiled frame

RAL 7015
Slate Grey

RAL 7038
Agate Grey

The
Clumber
With its Georgian grill
option this design is
ideal for traditional
properties and its large
glazed area will ﬂood
light into any darkened
room or hallway. Also a
range of glass designs
are available and if used
as a traditional clear
glazed back door an
integral blind is also
available when privacy
is required.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

CLUMBER 11

Glass...
The choice is vast; from simple obscure
glass, coloured diamonds, traditional
bevels to intricate triple glazed designs
that include unique obscure designs and
are encapsulated in a clear sealed unit.

Black Diamonds

Black Fusion**

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Brass Art
Clarity*

Clear Bevels

Diamond Lead

Dream Bevels

Georgian Grill

Green Crystal
Bohemia

Integral Blind
Unit - Clear
Glass only

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Caunton
This door with its
large arched glass
design lends itself to
arched doorways and
traditional properties.
With its selection of
glass designs and
styles it will ensure that
this will be an entrance
door that stands out
from the crowd.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

CAUNTON 13

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing
comes in many designs. Our wide
selection of coloured glass designs
can contrast or be matched to your
SolidCore door.

Black Fusion**

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Diamond Lead

Dream Bevels

Brass Art
Clarity*

Clear Bevels

Georgian Grill

Glazed

Only available with obscure
glass on both sides

Red Diamonds

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

Zinc Art
Classic*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Maple
One of our most popular door
designs with its choice of three
glazing styles, Square, Arch or
Eyebrow. Whichever design
you choose it will sure to
enhance your home.

The Maple Square

The Maple Arch

The Maple Eyebrow

The Maple Solid

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

MAPLE 15

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many
designs. Our wide selection of coloured glass designs
can contrast or be matched to your SolidCore door.

Glass Style
Aurora**

Black
Fusion**

Black
Diamonds

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Blue
Diamonds

Brass Art
Clarity*

Clear
Bevels

Crystal
Bohemia

Diamond
Lead

Glacier**

Sphere**

Square
Lead

Vortex**

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Classic*

Zinc Art
Clarity*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art
Flair*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Minster

The Minster 1

This door comes in three
different styles and has
two mid sized glazed
areas, which will let
the light ﬂood through.
This style is ideal for
traditional properties.

The Minster 2

The Minster 3

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

MINSTER 17

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or be
matched to your SolidCore door.

Black Coloured Fusion**

Blue Coloured Tri Star

Blue Crystal Harmony

Crystal Bohemia

Georgian Grill

Glacier**

Saturn**

Zinc Art Abstract*

Zinc Art Clarity*

Zinc Art Classic*

Zinc Art Elegance*

Zinc Art Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art Prairie*

Zinc Art Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The

Rufford
Available in 3 different styles
to maximize your choices from
such a simple design.
With its wide range of glazing
options this door will fit in with
any home design.

The Rufford Solid

The Rufford 2

Styles...

The Rufford 4

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

RUFFORD 19

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many
designs. Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can
contrast or be matched to your SolidCore door.

Blue Coloured
Diamonds

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Black Coloured
Fusion**

Brass Art
Clarity*

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Green Crystal
Bohemia

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Classic*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The Carburton
(Tuxford)
This traditional cottage style design
with its solid tongue and groove feature
promotes robustness and strength.
With the option of a glass diamond for
the country home or fully glazed which
will allow light to ﬂood in and is ideal for
that secondary door inside a porch.

The Tuxford

The Carburton

Styles...

The Carburton
Fully Glazed

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

CARBURTON (TUXFORD) 2 1

Glass...
Our wide selection of coloured glass
designs can contrast or be matched to your
SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Diamonds

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Diamond Lead

Glazed

Satin**

Square Lead

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Halam
The full length glass brings a contemporary feel
to the traditional cottage style door.
With the option of the glass on the left, centre
or right it will fit right in with your home design.

The Halam Centre

The Halam Hinge
The Halam Handle

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

HALAM 23

Glass...
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Glacier**

Glazed

Satin**

Sphere**

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Kelham
A half glazed version of the
cottage style door will again
allow light to pour into the
room it leads into. With its
wide range of stylish glass
options to suit the front or the
more simple for the rear of
your home. This door design
will not be found wanting.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

KELHAM 25

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing
comes in many designs. Our wide
selection of coloured glass designs
can contrast or be matched to your
SolidCore door.

Black
(Coloured)
Diamonds

Black
(Coloured)
Fusion**

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Brass Art
Clarity*

Clear Bevels

Diamond Lead

Dream Bevels

Glacier**

Green Crystal
Bohemia

Green Georgian
Grill

Integral Blind
Unit - Clear
glass only

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Wellow
Another take on the
cottage style door. With a
choice of 2, 3 or 4 glazed
areas. The 3 & 4 options
can be on the left, right or
centre to give this door a
modern feel. It also has a
wide range of side panels
to complement this door
and your home.

The Wellow 2

The Wellow 3
Handle

Styles...

The Wellow 4
Hinge

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

WELLOW 27

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Blue (Coloured)
Diamond

Bullion**

Glazed

Crescent**

Crystal
Bohemia

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Satin**

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Wellow
The cottage style door continues to show
how versatile it can be with these designs.
With a choice of long or mid central glazing
area to maximise the choice of glass options
and the curved leads itself to be used with
the curved bar handle.

The Wellow 3 Mid

Styles...

The Wellow 3 Long

The Wellow 5 Curved
Hinge

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

WELLOW 29

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Blue (Coloured)
Diamond

Bullion**

Glazed

Crescent**

Crystal
Bohemia

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Satin**

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

For examples of centre pane glass please refer to Page 15
*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Normanton
These glazing styles expand the
designs available in the cottage
door. From the traditional
central design to the modern
Normanton Two.
Available with the glazing on the
handle or hinge side to ensure
every option is covered.

The Normanton 2
Hinge

Styles...

The Normanton

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

NORMANTON 31

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in
many designs. Our wide selection of coloured
glass designs can contrast or be matched to
your SolidCore door.

Blue (Coloured)
Diamonds

Blue Crystal
Harmony

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Brass Art
Clarity*

Clear Bevels

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Green Crystal
Bohemia

Glazed

Satin**

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Classic*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Royale*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Winthorpe
This new addition to our
traditional range has been
designed as a modern version
of our most popular Maple.
This new design with its larger
glass will provide more natural
light into any location whilst still
ensuring your front door has
style.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

WINTHORPE 33

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes
in many designs. Our wide selection of
coloured glass designs can contrast or be
matched to your SolidCore door.

Glacier**

Glazed

Satin**

Sphere**

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Granby
This traditional tongue and
groove door style is given an
modern appeal by the use of
the staggered glass apertures.
Its large range of glazing
options and colours ensure
you can be as creative as your
imagination will allow.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

GRANBY 35

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Blue (Coloured)
Diamond

Bullion**

Glazed

Crescent**

Crystal
Bohemia

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Satin**

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Keyworth
With its three quarter glass
design and feature panels,
this door will illuminate
any entrance whilst
also providing style and
character to any home.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

KEYWORTH 37

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Glazed

Satin**

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Wilford
This door has come through the
ages with stylish grandeur to
keep the traditional look to
any property.
With its simple looks and
outstanding glass designs it will
keep any entrance as the focal
point of your home.

Styles...
Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

WILFORD 39

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Dorchester*

Diamond Lead

New Orleans*

Glazed

Satin**

Numbers

Square Lead

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Linby
Another timeless classic
providing style and character to
you home.
Its wide range of glazing options
ensures this door can truly be
made bespoke to your enhance
your property.

Styles...

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

LINBY 41

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Blue (Coloured)
Diamond

Bullion**

Glazed

Crescent**

Crystal
Bohemia

Diamond Lead

Glacier**

Satin**

Square Lead

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Zinc Art Flair*

Zinc Art
Prairie*

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The
Urban Range
This door uses our traditional
tongue and groove cottage door
and Contemporary Aluminium
glazing cassettes to produce a
truly modern looking door.
The Urban cassettes can
also be coupled with a ﬂat,
non-grooved door whilst still
retaining the grained effect to
complement the frame of the
same colour.

Urban Wellow 5
Curved

Styles...

Urban Halam Handle

Urban Wellow 4

Side panels...

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

URBAN RANGE 43

Glass...
Our Solid Core Door double glazing comes in many designs.
Our wide selection of coloured glass designs can contrast or
be matched to your SolidCore door.

Black (Coloured)
Diamonds

Black (Coloured)
Fusion**

Diamond Lead

Glazed

Satin**

Square Lead

Glacier**

Glazed

Satin**

Sphere**

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The Contemporary Range

Glass...

This range of door styles have been designed to meet the continued
requests for modern minimalistic designs that utilise the ﬂat grained
finish. This finish emulates the foiled door frame and glazing cassette to
achieve uncompromising style and design. A range of simple glass designs
complement this modern range of door styles.

The Abbey, Cromford &
Carsington double glazing
comes in many designs. Our
wide selection of coloured
glass designs can contrast
or be matched to your
SolidCore door.

The Abbey
With its simple clean lines this
contemporary door lends itself to
modern homes with its choice of a
solid or glazed design.
Suited to the auto latching lock
which offers the choice of a central
or heritage position finger pull
escutcheon for simple lines.

Abbey Solid

Cromford

Abbey Glazed

Cromford Centre

They can also be matched with
one of our bar handles to keep that
contemporary styling or for simplicity
it can still be used with the traditional
lock and lever / lever handles.

Cromford Hinge

Satin**

Glacier**

Sphere**

Cromford Handle

The
Cromford

The
Carsington

A stylish design that is so clean
and simplistic it would suit any
style of property.

This offset style design and ultramodern appearance makes a
statement wherever it is installed
with its stylish lines and grained
finish.

With the choice of a large
glazing area that can be in the
centre or on either side of the
door gives the versatility that
not all door styles can provide.

With the choice of a solid design
or a modern glass design that will
complement the door lines.
Carsington Solid

Styles...

Glazed

Carsington Long
Handle

CONTEMPORARY RANGE 4 5

Side panels...
*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

The Contemporary Range

(C
D

Colours...
To see the full range of colours available please see page 9

CONTEMPORARY RANGE 4 7

Glass...
The Newstead double glazing comes in many
designs. Our wide selection of coloured glass
designs can contrast or be matched to your
SolidCore door.

Blue
(Coloured)
Diamonds

Square Lead

Blue
Crystal
Harmony

Zinc Art
Abstract*

Black
(Coloured)
Fusion**

Brass Art
Clarity*

Zinc Art
Classic*

Clear Bevels

Zinc Art
Elegance*

Diamond
Lead

Zinc Art
Finesse*

Glacier**

Zinc Art Flair*

Green
Crystal
Bohemia

Zinc Art
Royale*

Glazed

Zinc Art
Simplicity*

Satin**

Zinc Art
Prairie*

The Newstead
This classic tongue and groove design has been
remastered to with a stylish border and a ﬂat
grained finish to provide it with a new clean look.
With a wide range of traditional and modern
glass designs gives this door the versatility to fit
any house style.

Styles...

Newstead Glazed

Newstead

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

Side Panels
We offer a range of matching side
panels with a wide selection of
glazing options that will enhance
your new front door. As the side
panels are manufactured from a
full door there are limitations on the
widths available. However to ensure
we cover a wider range of door
widths we also offer a 28mm tongue
and grooved textured infill panel that
is available.

Styles...
Colours...

RAL 9016
White

RAL 9001
Cream

Duck Egg Blue

RAL 7001
Silver Grey

RAL 7016
Anthracite Grey

Chartwell Green

RAL 6009
Green

RAL 3011
Red

RAL 5011
Blue

Irish Oak

RAL 8001
Golden Oak

Black Cherry

RAL 8022
Black Brown

RAL 9011
Black
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RAL 7001
Silver Grey
Wellow 4 Glacier**

Black
Maple
Zinc Art Flair*

Blue
Maple Arch
Zinc Art
Simplicity*

7016 Grey
Maple Eyebrow
Left Zinc Art
Elegance*

Green
Maple Eyebrow
Right Zinc Art
Finesse*

Black
Halam Centre
Glazed

Chartwell Green
Winthorpe 1
Satin**

Black
Rufford Solid

White Rufford 1
Diamond Lead

Golden Oak
Rufford 2
Zinc Art Classic*

Chartwell Green
Wellow 2 Centre
Square Lead

Black Cherry
Wellow 3 Centre
Zinc Art Prairie*

*These are triple glazed and the patterned glass is an integral part of the design. It is encapsulated in the clear sealed unit and an alternative backing glass cannot be chosen.
** Backing glass is an integral part of the design so cannot be chosen

Accessories

LOCKS 51
Yale Lockmaster
This lock incorporates 2
hook locks with a centre
latch and deadbolt.
Secured By Design
accredited and tested
to PAS23/24.
Suitable for Lever/
Lever and Lever/Pad
operations. 960 spindle
height from bottom
of slab.

Winkhaus Heritage
This is a Slam Shut Lock.
The aesthetics of a traditional
rim latch, but incorporating the
latest high security multipoint lock
which activates automatically once
the door is shut. Comprises of 2
antipush back Hooks with centre
latch and deadbolt.
The cylinder measures is
approx. 590mm from the
top of the slab.

GU Security Automatic
This is a Slam Shut Lock. The spindle is situated at 960
from the bottom of the slab giving you the extra choice
of a standard positioned handle using a slam lock. Fully
adjustable composite keeps with edge protection.
With 3 deadbolts and centre latch this is a PAS23/24 tested
lock and Secured By Design registered. This is used on our
FD30 doors in conjunction with a fire testing certificate.

Yale Conexis
This is a Smart Lock which can be
used with most 92mm centred multi
point door locks. Say goodbye to
keys with the Conexis. You can send
mobile keys to family and friends to
be able to access a home for a few
hours or weeks.
Configure, control and unlock
your Smart Door Lock from your
smartphone via the secure Bluetooth
app alternatively use a key card or
key tag to open your door.

Accessories: HINGES

Solid Core Hinge
2 way adjustment +/- 2.5mm Height and Side
adjustment Stunning contoured 2d hinge.
Robust 430 stainless steel body designed
to carry upto 100kg on 3 hinges.

Solid Core Adjustable Hinge
This is a Face Fix hinge for ease of installation. This hinge
automatically sets the correct compression so no need for
adjustment. The hinge allows adjustment to be made horizontally
and vertically to +/- 2.5mm. Easily removable cover.
A very Slimline heavy duty hinge.
Available in: White, Black, Anthracite Grey, Brown, Caramel,
Champagne Gold, Chrome, Satin Chrome & Brushed Nickel.

HANDLES 53

Balmoral Lever/Lever

Balmoral Lever/Pad

Standard Lever/Lever
handle.

Lever/Pad split spindle
handle.

Available in: White,
Black, Bright Gold, Bright
Chrome, Satin Chrome,
7016 Grey, Graphite &
Stainless Steel.

Available in:
White, Black, Bright
Gold, Bright Chrome,
Satin Chrome
& Graphite.

Sweet Design
Lever/Lever
& Lever/Pad

Balmoral Lever/
Lever Offset
Lever/Lever Offset
split spindle.

The ‘Sweet’ range is
designed with a unique
curved style that not
only looks fantastic but
also has security in mind.
Created to resist handle
and lock snapping but
also carries a
10 year guarantee.

Available in:
White, Black,
Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome,
Satin Chrome
& Graphite.

Available in: White,
Black, Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome &
Rose Gold.

Heritage Lever/
Lever
This traditional door
handle can be suited
with door knocker and
letter plate if required.
Available in:
Antique Black, Bright
Gold, Bright Chrome
& Graphite.

Architectural Lever/
Lever
This is a modern
contemporary handle that
can be fully suited with
letterbox and door knocker
if required.
Available in:
Bright Chrome,
Bright Gold,
Bright Bronze
& Graphite.

Accessories: B A R H A N D L E S & E S C U T C H E O N S
Stainless Steel Bar Handles
Brushed stainless steel contemporary bar
handles can be used with the range of Slam
Locks we offer. Manufactured from Austenitic
grade 304 stainless steel construction giving
ultimate corrosion resistance.
Options available are Inline and
Bow Handles.

Blu inside Only cylinder Pull*

Escutcheons
Standard Escutcheon*

Blu Back to Back Cylinder Pull*

Sweet Design
Escutcheons
Standard Escutcheon & cylinder pull.
Available in the colours: White, Black,
Bright Gold, Bright Chrome & Rose Gold.

*Only available as stainless Steel

DOOR KNOCKERS 55

Urn Style
Available with or without viewing hole.
Available in: White, Black, Bright Gold, Bright Chrome,
Satin Chrome, 7016 Grey & Graphite.

Heritage Bullring
Bullring knocker available in: Antique Black, Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome & Graphite.

Sweet Design
Knockers
Available in the colours:
White, Black, Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome & Rose Gold.

Architectural Style
Available in: Antique Black, Bright
Gold, Bright Chrome & Graphite.

Accessories: LETTERPLATES

Sweet Design
Available in: White, Black,
Bright Gold, Bright Chrome
Graphite & Rose Gold.

Nu Mail
Available with a Shield/Cowl for PAS24
Secured By Design when necessary.
Available in: White, Black, Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome, Satin Chrome, 7016
Grey, Graphite & Stainless Steel.

Heritage
Available in: Antique
Black, Bright Gold,
Bright Chrome &
Graphite.

Architectural
Available in: Antique Black, Bright Gold, Bright Chrome & Graphite.

CYLINDERS 5 7

Ultion Thumbturn
3 Star Security Cylinder
with Secured By Design
accreditation and
Sold Secure Diamond
Standard.

Ultion Key/Key

Ultion Paired
Keyed Alike
Standard Cylinder
3 Star Security Cylinder
with Secured By Design
accreditation and
Sold Secure Diamond
Standard.

3 Star Security Cylinder
with Secured By Design
accreditation and Sold Secure
Diamond Standard.

£2000

Ultion stays locked
When attacked Ultion enters Lockdown mode activating
a lock hidden deep inside its core. this core is behind 20
anti-drill rods and is made with Molybdenum, which is
25% denser than iron. The 11 pin design delivers 294,970
key combinations. If an intruder burgles your home by
snapping Ultion, Brisant-Secure will pay you £1,000.

www.ultion-lock.co.uk

FRAME & THRESHOLD OPTIONS

Frame Options
Frame available in Liniar Sculptured (Standard) or Chamfered.
(Foiled Frame Options are available to match the slab colour options apart from Duck Egg blue and Black 9011)

Sculptured

Chamfered

Threshold Options
To allow for every circumstance we offer the following door thresholds.

Stormguard AM3 Part M Compliant – available
in Gold or Silver - (Open inwards doors)

Stormguard AM370
(not Part M Compliant)
– available in Gold or Silver
(Open inwards doors)

Stormguard AM5 Part M Compliant
– available in gold or silver
(Open outwards doors)

Stormguard AM570
(not Part M Compliant)
– available in gold or silver
(Open outwards doors)

Low pvcu threshold

Our Standard pvcu threshold
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Backing Glass Options - We offer 5 levels of obscurity - 5 being the most obscure.

Arctic

Privacy Level 4

Autumn

Privacy Level 3

Chantilly

Privacy Level 2

Charcoal

Privacy Level 4

Contora

Privacy Level 4

Cotswold

Privacy Level 5

Digital

Privacy Level 3

Everglade

Privacy Level 5

Flemish

Privacy Level 2

Florielle

Privacy Level 4

Mayﬂower

Privacy Level 4

Minster

Privacy Level 2

Oak

Privacy Level 4

Pelerine

Privacy Level 5

Reeded

Privacy Level 2

Stippolyte

Privacy Level 4

Sycamore

Privacy Level 2

Taffeta

Privacy Level 3

Warwick

Privacy Level 1

Satin

Privacy Level 5

Fusion Glass Options
Please note the different colours on the Fusion Glass options when ordering your door.

Black

Blue

Green

Red

Composite Door Collection

www.solidcoredoors.co.uk

All the information in this brochure is provided for guidance only and is given in good
faith, but without warranty or guarantee of any kind, whether implied or expressed. Our
policy is to continually improve products, therefore methods, materials and changes to
specifications may be made from time to time without prior notice
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